Agricultural Liming Material (Ag-Lime) Distribution Label Requirements
Label Requirements (Delivery/Invoice/Billing Ticket) for Distribution of Agricultural Liming Materials (ALM)
1. Distributor/Producer I.D.: Name, distributor/producer and business address plus production/stockpile location and
telephone number.
2. Date of Sale or Transfer
3. Consumer I.D.: Name of consumer, address of consumer
4. Type of ALM: (Examples: Quarry Aglime, Pelleted Aglime or other type listed on the lower half of this sheet)
5. ALM Quality Information: (Examples: Min. Lbs. ENP/Ton = ____ OR Min. ENP/Ton = ____ lbs.)
6. Weight [tons or lbs.] or Volume [cubic yards] Distributed: If sold by the cubic yard give conversion of weight per
cubic yard.
7. Charge for ALM: ONLY FOR BY-PRODUCT ALM PRODUCERS/DISTRIBUTORS who are classified as exempt from
license and/or inspection fees by the Minnesota Department of Agriculture.
Agricultural Liming Material (ALM) Types
INDUSTRIAL BY-PRODUCT: ALM consisting of an industrial process containing calcium or magnesium or both in a form
that may neutralize soil acidity.
MUNICIPAL BY-PRODUCT: ALM consisting of the by-product of a municipal treatment process containing calcium or
magnesium or both in a form that may neutralize soil acidity.
HYDRATED LIME: ALM made from burnt lime that consists of calcium hydroxide or a combination of calcium hydroxide
with either magnesium oxide, magnesium hydroxide, or both.
PELLETED: ALM of any type that is manufactured and marketed in a pelleted formulation.
SLAG: By-product ALM consisting of calcium and magnesium aluminosilocate (Ca and Mg Si03) resulting from the
manufacturing of pig-iron.
QUARRY: ALM resulting from the grinding and/or sieving of rock and other natural occurring rock-like materials sufficient
to apply on agricultural land without further processing or alteration.
FLUID GRADE: ALM that is applied in a suspended state.
WOOD ASH: By-product ALM resulting from wood burning manufacturing processes.
MARL: ALM consisting of granularly or loosely consolidated earthy material composed largely of shell fragments and
calcium/magnesium carbonate.

In accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, this information is available in alternative forms of communication upon request
by call 651/201-6000. TTY users can call the Minnesota Relay Service at 711. The MDA is an equal opportunity employer and provider.

